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Parking Services in a Super 

Hospital 

A Demonstrated Need for Strategic Review 

Hospital parking is not a glamorous part of the health 

care system but it is a vital service and a source of 

public and staff complaints when it does not function 

well. Parking services pose a financial burden to 

patients and their caregivers but they also make an 

important contribution to hospital cost recovery and 

funding. These opposing interests create a tension that 

has become a focus of heated public debate and a 

public relations challenge for hospital administrators. 

By undergoing a strategic review of their parking 

services, technical and operations directors create 

efficient parking systems that both generate revenues 

and serve all stakeholders.  

In some respects, a hospital parking facility is like those 

found at airports or urban shopping centres. Yet, 

parking services in a hospital context face expectations 

and demands that make its circumstances unique in 

many respects. This paper sketches some of the 

strategic issues that are unique to setting up a new or 

fundamentally upgrading the parking system in a 

hospital facility – a clean slate approach – and suggests 

a methodology for getting the right system in place. It 

does not provide answers but, we trust, will help raise 

the right questions and help show the best way 

forward. 

There may be a temptation to implement the same 

parking system in a new hospital facility that was in 

place at the old, perhaps with a few updated features 

but without major rethinking of the operation. We 

suggest that this passive strategy would pose a missed 

opportunity. A hospital parking system is comprised of 

five major components ( see Figure 1 ). 

These components must be optimally designed and 

operated to provide a first-class parking service. There 

are numerous stakeholder groups concerned with 

hospital parking services ( see Table 1 ).  

 

These stakeholder groups are far from homogeneous in 

their interests, even within the same group. Patients, 

for example, may be in-patients or out-patients. They 

may come from local districts of the city, outlying 

suburbs, or distant communities. Their illnesses may 

require long or short stays, single or recurrent visits. 

They may or may not need the assistance of attendant 

caregivers. And so on. What operating policies should 

govern hospital parking? What principles of equity, 

access and cost recovery should underpin these 

policies? How might these principles be publicly 

articulated so their inherit merit and reasonableness 

Figure 1 - Major Components of a Parking System 
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Table 1 - Key Stakeholders of Major Hospitals 
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are visible and understood by all stakeholder groups? 

Answers to these questions require careful study and 

strategic review.  

STRATEGIC CHALLENGE #1: How can a Major 

Hospital Position its Parking Services to Provide an 

Equitable Parking Solution that Satisfies All Key 

Stakeholders? 

An expedient point of view might argue that the 

problem is really only one of setting the parking fee 

schedule and then choosing the most cost effective 

way of implementing the service so the hospital 

receives maximum financial benefit. We argue that this 

expedient point of view would be myopic and difficult 

to defend in a public forum. Hospital parking in the new 

facility will generate millions of dollars in revenue each 

year. The selected configuration of parking services 

that is chosen at this time will likely remain in place for 

a decade or more. Thus, a small investment in getting 

this system right at the outset is an outlay that offers 

large potential gains in terms of financial returns and 

improved public relations. 

 

STRATEGIC CHALLENGE #2: How can a Major 

Hospital Introduce a New or Upgraded Parking 

System with Tight Deadlines due to Constraints on 

“Parking Downtime”?  

An additional constraint is the effects of change from 

an old to a new system. The change we are referring to 

is organizational change and the challenges faced with 

reengineering existing business and operational 

processes. These incremental costs of change 

management can be avoided by introducing a new or 

updated parking system with a well-thought out 

strategy. 

 

STRATEGIC CHALLENGE #3: How can the 

Hospital Avoid Costs Associated with 

Organizational Change Resulting from a New or 

Updated Parking System? 

In light of the strategic challenges the hospital should 

consider taking pre-emptive action in the form of a 

strategic study of the parking services. The study will 

take a holistic view of the parking system and introduce 

new strategic initiatives and operational processes 

based on validated, statistically significant results. 

  

SOLUTION: Pre-Emptive Action in the Form of a 

Strategic Analysis 

What are some of the key elements of a strategic study 

of parking services?  We list a few below to illustrate 

the potential breadth and substance of the study. 

 Review the current plans of the new/updated 

parking services 

 Benchmarking:  

• Review hospital parking services in 

Canada, the U.S.A., Europe, and 

elsewhere 

• Review parking systems of similar 

public service facilities, such as airports 

and commuter train pick-up points, to 

learn what innovative strategies have 

been tried and are successful 

 Undertake a statistical review of historical 

parking patterns with the current structure 

 Perform a thorough consultation with  

stakeholder groups to define their needs 

 Assess the impact of different configurations 

of parking services on requirements for 

equipment, information systems & personnel 

and make specific recommendations for 

procurement and installation  

 Consider the interaction of parking services 

with other related client services in the 

hospital such as out-patient clinics, diagnostic 

services, food services, security, and 

reception/information 

 Develop a financial simulation to account for 

various scenarios and other sensitive 

assumptions and parking configurations, 
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followed up with recommendations on the 

optimized configuration and systems 

 

RESULTS: Strategically Sound Operational 

Processes Based Both on Financial and Non-

Financial Metrics 

Before embarking on such an endeavour, the hospital 

needs to establish a cross-functional strategic review 

group. Specifically, this group would set parameters 

and boundaries of the strategic review, provide 

guidance on what is manageable and acceptable from 

an institutional perspective, provide study oversight, 

receive the final strategic recommendations and direct 

further actions that flow from it. The group and review 

team would work out a realistic time line for the 

strategic review and reporting requirements. 

By following the approach suggested in this Strategy 

Paper, technical and operations directors should now 

expect to avoid stakeholder backlash and also minimize 

restructuring costs. □  
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KOMAND Consulting helps organizations make high-impact strategic decisions   

Since KOMAND was founded in 2006, we have worked with medium and large companies in sectors ranging from 

aerospace to healthcare. We provide executives and directors with a clear road map to outperforming the 

competition and increasing enterprise value. The only measure of our success is the long-term success of our 

clients.  

  

Our Advantage 

At KOMAND we develop sophisticated strategies for our clients through creative strategic planning that will help 

bring about a desired future. Every important decision should be an informed decision and we use the power of 

advanced statistical analysis to drive our strategic recommendations. We also introduce appropriate vehicles to 

measure the results. We gather the latest intelligence in your economic sector and perform detailed strategic 

audits to ensure that your decisions are informed and right for your organization.  

  

How We Do It  

Whether your enterprise is a multi-business firm or a single business unit, the strategy process has the same four 

key elements: Articulate your vision and mission, formulate a winning strategy, translate that strategy into 

actionable initiatives, and monitor results to make any adaptations that increase your competitiveness.  
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